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Dr. Douglas Stamps
Sandia National Laboratories
P.O. Box 5800
Albuquerque,NM 87185

Subject: AdditionalInformation Concerning the ALWR Report
" Qualification of PARS for Combustible Gas Controlin ALWR s,"
April 8,1993

Dear Dr. Stamps:

In response to your telephone request for additional information on the subject
document, we are pleased to enclose the answers to your questions. We
understand this information will be usefulin performing Sandia's review of the
PAR report requested by the NRC. As a part of the additionalinformation, we
include an ANS paper by Wolff and Sliter that expands on the approach and
rationale in the ALWR report for how the PAR approach addresses the
possibility of local hyrogen concentrations that might exceed the average
concentration in the contr.inment for short time periods.

Feel free to call Dr. George Sliter at 415-855-8699 if you need any clarification or
further information.

Very[trul, ourg, j

( d~ --
J. C. DeVine, Jr.
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ALWR ANSWERS TO QUESTIONS ON PARS
* FROM

SANDIA NATIONAL LABORATORIES'

,

December 21,1993

[ Note that almost all of these questions focus on hydrogen conditions and PAR
performance related to application in PWRs and not BWRs. For inerted BWRs -
like the .ALWR SBWR, PARS perform their DBA and severe accident function by
keeping oxygen levels less than the flammability limit of about 4 vol% This
function is not as challenging for a PAR system compared with hydrogen control

j in postulated severe accidents in PWRs.]

1. Page 26, third paragraph. How are contaminant levels ~ measured in the tests
and how do they compare with actual expected severe accident levels?

,

|
The contaminants are smoke / soot from burning oils and electrical cables,
elemental iodine, and carbon monoxide.'

Smoke / Soot Neither the quantity of smoke particles that the PAR model was
exposed to from burning oils and electrical cables directly below the unit (see Fig.
B.17) nor the quantity of contaminant that settled onto the catalyst pellets and'

,

! cartridges was measured. However,it was observed that the cartridges were
heavily coated with oily film and soot after removal from the half-hour fire.
Surely the contamination included a significant level of hydrocarbons that
condensed on the initially cool catalyst pellets. This exposure and contamination
is viewed as being much worse than would be expected in an actual accident in
which the fire is not nearly as close to a PAR and for which bum products would
be much more diluted than in the test.

Elemental lodine Three grams of solid crystalline iodine were heated in a plate
two inches below a PAR model in a test compartment volume of 10 m3. (The
ALWR PAR report mistakenly identified the iodine as being in liquid form.) If
the sublimed elemental iodine vapor were allowed to diffuse into the open
volume (and not plated onto the PAR) the concentration would have been 0.3
g/m3 This is about the same as estimates of released iodine in advanced PWRs
(0.30 g/m3 or AP600 and 0.33 g/m3 or System 80+) Although the .f f
concentration of iodine in the plume of elemental iodine vapor to which the PAR:

model in the test was exposed was not measured,it was certainly orders of

|
magnitude greater than expected in worst case accident exposures. The test
results showed no effect on depletion rate at 4 vol% , and a small effect at lower'

concentrations (see Fig. B.18 in the report, which was inadvertently referred to as
Fig. B.17 in the fifth paragraph on page 55).

i
|
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' Carbon Monoxide A PAR model was tested in an atmosphere containing 1 vol%
carbon monoxide. This was the maximum concentration allowed by test
personnel safety considerations. The maximum concentration of CO from
core / concrete interactions is expected to be from 2 to 3 vol%. The performance
test with the lower concentration is considered to be sufficient because (1) it

! showed un reduction in PAR depletion rate (see the attached plot of hydrogen
concentration with and without CO; this plot was inadvertently omitted from the
report -- it should be referred to in the sixth paragraph .on page 55 as Fig. B.19), .
(2) CO was depleted by recombination at the 1% level (gas chromatography
measurements of samples extracted from the chamber during the test showed
that the concentration of CO decreased by one third as the hydrogen

| concentration decreased from about 4 percent to about 1 percent; (3) there is no
! known physical reason why a threefold increase in concentration would

significantly increase poisoning effects of CO or decrease the efficiency at which
it is recombined, and (4) peak CO concentration would occur late in an accident
scenario after much hydrogen and oxygen has been already been recombined.

|
2. Page 27, Section 3.3. Can a PAR act as an igniter at hydrogen concentrations
greater than the 10 vol% for which it was shown by test to not ignite the'

atmosphere?
,

Hydrogen concentrations greater than 10 vol%could not be tested, because the
experimental facility available was not designed for the loads from a possiblei

bum of gas mixtures richer in hydrogen than this. Furthermore, testing at higher
levels was not viewed as an important need because it was felt that for severe -

accidents the exposure of PARS to hydrogen concentrations greater than the
maximum eventual peak average of 10 vol% for any length of time is highly
unlikely even for large release rates.
In response to this question, a further basis for the premise that the PAR would
not act as an igniter for best-estimate severe accident hydrogen release and
mixing scenarios will be discussed here.
It is conceivable that the PAR could act as an igniter either by the hot outer
surface of its steel enclosure or by ignition of the gas stream at the hottest region
inside the PAR and propagation of the flame front downwards to ignite the outer
ambie.,t gas mixture at the bottom entrance. (The flame front from a potential
ignition would not propagate upwards because it would not propagate into the
depleted exit plume.)
Sandia research has concluded on the basis of ignition experiments in a free
volume that self ignition of a 4.5 vol% hydrogen / dry air mixture (oxygen about 5 ;

vol%) can occur at a temperature of 600 C. Under certain circumstances this i

concentration and temperature can exist within the PAR.
In order for the outside surface of the box to ignite the surrounding gases,it
would have to reach a temperature of at least 935 C. Pecause this surface is
cooled by the ambient atmosphere it would reach such a temperature only after
internal temperatures were very high. Therefore, if ignition can occur, it would
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be the potentially ignitable conditions on the inside of the PAR that ivould
govern the onset of ignition.,

! It should be noted that a temperature creater than 600 C is most likely needed to
produce ignition within a PAR because of the very small volume of gas involved

| in relation to the free volumes in the Sandia research data, Also, propagation of
! a flame front may reqse greater temperatures because (1) the fine wire mesh .

surroundim the p 11ets acts as a barrier to flame propagation (a mesh was used
| to prevent the light source on early miners' hats from igniting the atmosphere)

and (2) more severe conditions than in a free volume would be needed to
! produce downward flame propagation in the 1-cm-wide confined gas channel '

within the PAR because in the PAR a flame would have to propagate against a
flow and into a cooler gas.
Nevertheless, since exhaustive experimental data is not available at this time, we

| examine (1) the range of conditions outside the PAR that are needed to produce
the internal conditions given above and assumed to cause ignition and (2) the
circumstances under which such conditions could be reached and how likely
such circumstances are in severe accident scenarios.i

.

Closed core.pmtments:
| Consider a compartment that is relatively closed to the open volume of the

containment (or that has been purposely closed by means of the " PAR venting"
design measure described in the attached ANS paper). We take as an example
the AP600 IRWST gas space. The volume of this gas space varies, depending en

,

| water level, between 73 m3 (2700 ft ) and 220 m3 (8100 ft );3 3

A simple analysis can be made of the conditions in this volume, and the release
compositions and rates required to produce these conditions. The temperature of
the gas stream through the PAR increases 80 C for each 1 vol% of hydrogen that
is recombined. (It can be assumed that the peak temperature of the gas is only
slightly less than the peak temperature reached on the catalyst surface at some .
height within the PAR). Assuming an atmospheric temperature of 80 C, the
concentration of hydrogen at the entrance of the PAR necessary to produce an ;
internal peak temperature of 600 C and a corresponding concentration of 4.5
vol% is 4.5 + (600 - 80)/80 = 11%. Actually,it would take an entrance
concentration of 12 vol%, because of the dilution contributed by steam created by
the recombination. The oxygen content at the entrance has to be about 9 vol% to
give about 5 vol% at the potential ignition location.
Starting from ambient temperature, it would take about three minutes for the
PAR to overcome its thermalinertia and reach peak temperature. This then is
taken as the thermal response time of the unit.
The analysis calculated the injection flow rate R1 needed to reach 12 vol%
hydrogen concentration in the compartment and the flow rate R2 that would
inert the volume by reducing the oxygen concentration below 9. vol% For
injection rates lower than R1 the PAR would recombine at a rate great enough to
prevent reaching 12 vol% For injection rates greater than R2 the concentration of
oxygen would be reduced to levels that inert the internal mixture before the PAR
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could reach 600 C. Ignitable conditions would be produced only if the average
release rate from the time of initial release were maintained between these limits
long enough for the PAR to act as an igniter.
The conditions quoted above can be reached for a volume of 73 m3 and a release
with no steam only if the release rate of hydrogen stays for more than three
minutes in the range of R1 = 0.01 kg/sec and R2 = 0.02 kg/sec (for 220 m3, g) =
0.01 kg/sec and R2 = 0.05 kg/sec). This window of injection rates shrinks to
zero as injection steam content increases to 35 vol%. Furthermore, any prior
steam or hydrogen release would reduce the size ci the window.|

These results demonstrate that it is highly improbaue to ever reach 'an ignition
caused by PAR in an IRWST gas space during severe accidents.

Onen containment volume:
For a large open volume, we are concerned only with injection rates great
enough to cause one or two of the several PARS deployed in the open volume to
be exposed to greater than 12 vol% for some time. To reach the postulated :
internal conditions for self ignition with downward propagation in a PAR, the
entrance of the device must be exposed to a gas mixture falling into the following
range of conditions for a minimum duration of about 3 minutes:
Steam content <35 vol%., temperature > 80 C, air with non-depleted oxygen --
content, and the following volume fractions: -

impossible to have high release rates with no steam
- steam = 0.20, 0.12 < H2 < 0.3, the rest air.
- steam = 0.10, 0.12 < H2 < 0.4, the rest air
- steam = 0.00, 0.12 < H2 < 0.5, the rest air -

With a PAR placed sufficiently far from potential release points, these
concentrations are unlikely to occur and remain for 3 minutes at the PAR
location. This will need to be verified by detailed system design including-
analysis of
scenarios. gas mixing and hydrogen dilution for the relevant severe accident -

t

3. Page 32,3rd paragraph. How was the flow rate through the PAR determined i

for different hydrogen concentrations? '

1

In tests with hydrogen concentrations up to 3 vol%, anemometers were used to
measure exit velocities and flow rates. These devices did not work at higher
velocities. For the range in which velocities were measured,it turned out that
flow rates calculated on the basis of measured depletion (i.e. a certain flow rate is
needed to remove a known mass of hydrogen) matched the measured values.-
Flow rates were therefore calculated from measured depletion rates for
concentrations greater than 3 vol%. '

|
:

'
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| 4. Page 35, middle bullet at middle of page. At what surface temperature does

| the surface of the catalyst oxidize?

| Oxidation of palladium occurs at a continuously increasing rate with increasing
temperature but remains small/ insignificant even at high temperature. The rate

'

g/cm /hr and at 1400 C is 10-4 g/cm2/hr (ASMof weight loss at 600 C is 10-7 2

Metals Handbook, Volume 13).

5. Page 37,2nd full paragraph. At what temperature does palladium oxidize
carbon monoxide? What effect do concentrations of CO greater than the 1%

! used in the test have on PAR performance?

See answer to question 1.

6. Page 37, Wetting (and page 54, Wetted Catalyst in Saturated Steam). What is:

the maximura rate of spray onto a PAR for which it can still function?

Catalyst surfaces cannot function if tie gases to be recombined cannot reach the
surfaces because they are totally wetted (submerged or deluged with spray). A
model PAR was sprayed with water for one bour and then tested while being.
sprayed at the same rate (the rate was not reporiedi. These conditions were
intended to represent a PAR wetted by heavy conansation and then called upon
to function in a heavily condensing atmosphere. A test was not performed to
determine the maximum spray rate for which a PAP, can still function. There are
no containment sprays in the AP600. If containment sprays are deployed during
a severe accident such as in the System 80+ , their effect would have to be
examined in light of the test data with sprays. Either analysis using the empirical
data would show that the PAR system would perform adequately even with the
spray or the PARS would have to be rigged with a spray protector (umbrella).

7. Figure 5.2a. Why are no PARS indicated / located in the reactor cavity for the
System 80+7 (Two PARS are shown in the central region of the containment in
Figure 5.2b.) A count of PARS in Figure 5.2a gives 42, not 40, even without the
two " missing" PARS.

PARS are not deployed in the reactor cavity of the System 80+ because the cavity
has a small free volume, most of which is isolated from the containment open
volume by bellows between the reactor vessel (near its top) and the shield wall.-
The two PARS shown in the central region of the containment in Figure 5.2b are
installed near the top of the dome open volume. They were inadvertently not
shown in Fig. 5.2a. With the addition of these two " missing" units, a count of the
PARS in the figure would give 44, not 40. To give the 40 PARS required by the
simplified analysis, only 16 (not 20) PARS would be equally spaced at 22.5 degree
intervals around the outside of the crane wall. Remember that locations for
PARS shown in this report are shown for illustrative purposes only - more in-
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depth study by designers would be needed to select triallocations that wouldo ]
then be evaluated for adequacy by code analysis. ,

8. Figure 5.3b. What is the rationale forlocation of PARS above po'ols in the
SBWR7 Is a quarter-size PAR located at each sparger in pool?

>

Quarter-size PARS would simply be located at equal spacing above pools in the
SBWR. No attempt would be made to place a PAR at each sparger location.
PARS work best when (1) located at a distance from gas injection points sufficient
to dilute pure released gases with ambient gases and (2) space'd uniformly and at . j.

" tlocations that allow maximum mixing from forced convection produced by the -
PARS For maximizing recombination, it is counterproductive to place PA.Rs too [
close to expected release points. |

9. Figure 5.3c. What is the rationale for the 2 PARS indicated in this figure? N
;

These are two full size PARS located on each side of the open volume of the
drywell. It was judged that the volume is small enough and open enough so that
mixmg and depletion of oxygen from these 2 PAR units is adequate.

|
.

| 10. Page 45,5th paragraph. GRS has their catalyst plates stacked in an inerted . :

| box to avoid contamination during plant operation and automatically are - j
f

! unfolded and lowered during an accident. Did NIS consider doing this? Why
was it not done?

,

Yes, NIS did consider placing catalyst cartridges in an inerted enclosure to avoid '
contamination during operation. It was decided not to do this because (1) the .
unprotected design avoids the complex and potentially unreliable mechanisms
needed to deploy the catalyst when needed (the GRS design activates an' opening 7

~

and unfolding process upon a signal from temperature and pressure sensors-
built into the recombiner unit); (2) the NIS design has an immense reserve .- :

catalyst surface area that was expected to be resistant to contamination; this '|
design has orders of magnitude more catalyst surface area than the plate designL
of GRS - this expected resistance of the pellet design has been confirmed by test - ,

(apparently, the GRS designers wished to eliminate the need for testing for !

contamination). |
\
,

I

11. How were hydrogen concentrations measured in an air / steam environment
(this is usually difficult)?

i

Two methods using two different sensing devices were used in each experiment.
The first used a gauge to measure the total pressure in the chamber. The.
saturation temperature was then determined on the basis of steam tables and the :
measured temperature. A gas sample was extracted'and allowed to condense. ;.

The measured pressure of this sample was the partial pressure of hydrogen.3This. o,

partial pressure was converted to the partial pressure at room temperature.' The :
i
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; concentration of hydrogen was then calculated from the concentration of j

! hydrogen in the sample (from gas chromatogfaphy) multiplied by one minus the 1

| ratio of saturation pressure and total pressure. The second method used a l
sensing device for measuring the heat conduction of a gas sample and comparing -

' '!to a calibration curve of known hydrogen concentrations. , In all tests there was
. |.

-

good agreement between the two methods.
!

12. Page 55,5th paragraph. Exactly what was the formulation of the " liquid .
iodine" below the model? Does elemental iodine form when this liquid iodine 1

evaporates? How was iodine in the plume of evaporated liquid iodinei ..

measured? How does the test amount compare with that expectsd in an - _1

accident? |

.

See answer to question 1. |
:

13. Page 57,2nd full _ paragraph. This paragraph needs clarification. What was' -j
the partial pressure of air in test MC-3. If it was 0.5 bar, explain how this L :
condition was achieved and determined? 1

!
. >

A continuous readout of pressure was availables Before idding hydrogen, a .
| 50/50 mixture of air and steam at 1 bar was created ba_ sed on measured ;

l temperature and a steam table. As hydrogen was added to reach the desired i
,

level, the pressure of 1 bar was maintained by venting. The concentration of j
_

hydrogen at the start of the test was' measured as in_ question 11. With this'
process the partial pressure of air had to be less than 0.5 bar, j

i! -

- !

'

14. Page 57, first paragraph of section C.3. Is'12 m3/hr an appropriately scaled j'

hydrogen injection rate compared to expected rates in plants? - ;

No, this rate is much lower than that expected in some accident scenarios.
Higher hydrogen concentrations could not be tested, because the Battelle - 1
experimental facility was not designed for the loads from a burn of rich i

hydrogen gas mixtures. It was.not intended that this flow rate be scaled to the
expected injection rates in plants. The objective of these tests was mainly to :
measure the depletion performance of full-size PARS in a steam environment and !
to test the structural integrity of the PAR under hydrogen deflagration.'It was '
realized that another objective, to determine PAR performance with distribution ,

; and mixing in multiple compartments, would be achieved, but only for injection |
! rates and concentrations that would be lower than possible injection rates and a

local concentrations in some plant accidents. In terms of the injection, j
~

distributioh, and mixing regimes discussed in the answer to question 19_ below,
'

this test series does not address Regime I (injection and initial mixing into a L
,

single compartment), but does address Regimes II and III (distribution and -
.

mixing in compartments and larger open volumes) to the extent allo'w'ed by the -
configuration and strength of the Battelle facility. It was felt that the levels of i

|

)
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hydrogen introduced in the tests were adequate to obtain the desired- a

performance objective concerning these two regimes. 1

- :
'

15. Page 57,last paragraph. What room does the data in Fig; C-10 apply to?- If : _

it applies to all the rooms, how was the measured curve derived? r

The variable plotted in this figure is the average concentration of all the rooms 3

included in the experiment. It was created electronically by combining the . :|
signals from all rooms (the blips in the curve are electronic disturbances of some
sort).

-!
16. Page 58, first paragraph. It is stated that' for prototype test MC-2,"The - j
delay was the time for the catalyst reaction to deplete the condensed steam ,

before the reaction could continue." The previous sentence seems to imply; ;

that this happens only because the hydrophobic coating was no longer active.
Wouldn't condensed steam have to be depleted even if the coating was active?- j
Would this delay be characteristic of a PAR without hydrophobic coating? j

..

It is true that this delay occurs only for a catalyst withotit a hydrophobic coating }
,

(or one for which the coating has been deactivated by damage). The delay _is that M'

.

required to boil off water clinging to or absorbed by the catalyst pellets.L(Note
that the delay is about one half hour for the less than'1 vol% mixture to_which the 1
PAR was exposed during the delay - the delay would be less for higher - :

concentrations.) There was almost no delay observed in test in which a ' . -

hydrophobic coating was present to' dramatically reduce water clinging and
absorption (i.e. there was little condensed steam to boil off)?It is for this reason *
that it may be best to use pellets with hydrophobic coating. The' cost ,
effectiveness of applying the coating should be examined as part of the final 1 ;
design and qualification of a PAR system.

c;

17. Page 58,last paragraph. Do the "different geometries" for;which the ; .I

empirical constants were corrected related to the PAR geometries or to the j
room geometries?

They relate to the PAR geometries and not the room' gcometries.LThe correction j
was needed simply to adjust for the different inlet areas for the two model sizes.

'

| To be clearer the sentence should read " To ' compare the functions obtained from-
the two different experiment types, th6 depletion rates mnst be corrected for the -

( different inlet areas." Also, the figure referred to in the last sentence should be
| D.1 and not C.14. )

18. Page 60, first paragraph. Does the "this" in the last sentence refer to not
knowing that there were asymmetric injections ~ ~or to not knowing'(or the code- .1

.

not being able to model) the strong convection current produced by the;.
injections? Once the feature of asymmetric injections was introduced into the: q

aj
| GS Rev.2 - 8 -~
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code solution, how many adjustments needed to be made in the solution
method to give the desired prediction of measured results?

The "this" referred to not knowing that there was going to be injections at all
during the test. When the original calculation was made, it was planned to run
the experiment after preinjection of steam, so that no steam injections were
included in the analysis. However, it was found that steam had to be injected
during the test in order to keep the pressure at 1 bar as steam condensed. For
the post-test calculation, this test condition was introduced into the mathematical
model and the results shown in the report were generated by the code with no
further calculations involving adjustments of the solution method.

19. Section C.5. Was the Gothic code run in a lumped parameter or finite
difference mode (if the latter, what was the grid size?) Also, considering the
notorious uncertainty of Gothic-type codes for accurately predicting hydrogen
distribution (e.g. in the HDR tests) and the fact that the Battelle
multicompartment model containment tests used to benchmark the code has a
scale factor of four less than full scale, what rationale can be used to conclude
that code calculations together with engineering evaluations of mixing and
PAR performance are adequate for designing a PAR system for a passive
ALWR7

The Gothic code was run in the lumped parameter mode. It is mainly this
feature or limitation that has led to the well known fact that the code can not
accurately predid certain thermal hydraulic parameters in certain three
dimensional geometries under certain conditions. For example, the Gothic code
and similar lumped parameter codes significantly underpredicted concentrations
of hydrogen in the upper parts of the HDR containment for a test in which
hydrogen was injected in the central region and stratification played a significant
role during the distribution process. For this reason,it is important for the
designers to consider this limitation when using the code to de=ign and evaluate
a PAR system. The degree of reliance on code predictions should vary with the
various regimes'of hydrogen release and distribution. There are three regimes
that need to be treated separately when formulating acceptably sound
engineering approaches for designing a PAR system.

The first, Recime I, involves the initial release, mixing, and distribution into one
| compartment or volume. It is so small that characteristic mixing times of gas
| plumes are of the same order as the response time of igniters and are
| significantly shorter than the response time of PARS. During this phase,it is
| intended that an igniter would ignite ignitable mixtures but a PAR would not
! have had enough time to recombine any significant amount of hydrogen released

at intermediate or large rates. Also during this phase, the code cannot predict thet

| mixing and distribution within the volume, but can give a reasonable estimate of
'

average parameters as they build up. This regime was not modeled in the
i

|
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Battelle multicompartment tests because the facility could not support the releaset

i of large amounts of hydrogen at high rates. *

The second, Recime II involves transport of gases out of the first' compartment) y
either into other small compartments or into a large open containment' volume.
The regime includes only the compartments and not the large open volume itself.
For this regime the adequacy of the cdde to predict PAR performance and '

| hydrogen distribution among compartments was confirmed by comparison with -

| measurements from the Battelle multicompartment tests. (The difference of a
.

factor of four between the volume per PAR in these tests and in a plant is not j qi

viewed as being great enough to invalidate this conclusion.) For this regime, the ~ ,

'

code can provide an adequate basis for evaluating the adequacy of a PA.R system
(numbers, sizes, and locations) that has been initially. configured on the basis of -
test experience, engineering judgment, and simplified calculations. ,!

u
'

Recime III involves transport and mixing of hydrogen into the large containment
>

open volume. It is in this regime that potential code inaccuracies and the:
unavailability of full-scale mixing experiments require that code design

. 3

calculations be augmented by other factors and approaches. (Note however that ,.

f
the uncertainties in the code calculations are expected to decrease in the presenceL
of forced convection from the PARS which will tend to dominate over buoyancy ,

and natural convection effects.) As indicated in the PAR report, PARS.in theli
-

open volume will be distributed uniformly (i.e. in approximate proportion to the-
free volume in an area) and placed t. maximize convection fhav while avoiding ;o
regions in which peak counter flows from natural convection are expectedf(or
predicted by code calculations). Uncertainties in code predictions'for_ Regime III . 3
can be addressed by both adding margins of conservatism to the predicted peaks
in hydrogen concentration and by appealing to the fact'that the overall depletionL |
rate of the PARS in the open volume has little dependence'on gas distribution -
because regions of lower concentrations with slower depletion are balanced by? q
regions of higher concentrations with faster depletion. ' q

20. If glow plugs were use .astead of PARS,is it acceptable that a station
blackout would render them ineffective? - ;

No. PARS offer the advantage of not depending'on AC power, nor any other
power source.

|

21. What were the maximum concentrations with and without steam tested in,- .;
the prototype facility? '

|
t

|
'

The maximum concentration of hydrogen in the prototype tests was 4.8 vol%
All prototype tests had roughly 50 vol% steam. The maximum' concentration of y

hydrogen in the model tests was 11 vol%-
|
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ABSTRACT PARS perform their function passively, sucking
atmospheric gases containing hydrogen and oxygen at the ;

A key aspect of the worldwide effort to develop advanced bottom of a steel box-like device and blowing out water
i nuclear power plants is designing to address severe vapor from recombination at the top. Inside the dev2ce,

accident phenomena, including the generation of hydro, recombination occurs at the surface of porous palladium-,

gen during core melt progression (metal-water and core. coated ceramic pellets used as a catalyst. PARS are self- -!

! concrete reactions) This design work not only resolves starting and self-feeding, even under cold and wet
safety concerns with hydrogen, but also supports the conditions. Buoyancy of the hot gases they create sets up,

i development of a technical basis for simplihcation of off, strong convective flow currents that promote mixing of
j site emergency planning. combustible gases in a containment. Hydrogen in PWRs
1 (or oxygen in inerted BWRs) begins to be recombined as -

De dominant challenge to any emergency planning soon as it is introduced. The recombination rate of a
approach is a large, early containment failure due to number of PARS distributed throughout a containmenti

Pressure excursions. Among the potentialcontributors volume keeps the average concentration of hydrogen (or
to large and rapid increases in containment pressure is oxygen) below regulatory limits based on representative .
hydrogen combustion. The more improbable a release rates. Since PARS have no moving parts and
containment-threatening combustion becomes, the more require no extemal energiration, they require no opera-
appropriate the argument for si mificant emergency tional procedures and are easily maintained. This isl
planning simplification. As discussed in this paper, Projected to lead to greater life-cycle cost-effectiveness,
catalytic recombiners provide a means to passively and which is also a goal of passive ALWRs.
reliably limit hydrogen combustion to a continuous

. . .

.

oxidation process with virtually no potential for This paper gives a brief description of the design and
| containment failure in passive advanced light water quall'ication of PARS and how they would be imple-
! reactors (ALWRs). mented in passive ALWRs. (If this application appears

sufficiently cost-effective, PARS could be considered for-
; INTRODUCTION nonpassive ALWRs or operating plants.) The paper then

contrasts the PAR approach with conventional hydrogen'
Passive ALWRs are under development by General control systems baser' n igniters.

| Electric, Westinghouse, U E and " .:! utilities, the
'

Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI), and the Although the PAR concept is applicable to' control of
Department of Energy.1 Basic design principles include (in combustible gases releared during both design basis
addition to safety) design simplicity, maintainability, and accidents and severe accidents in both PWRs and BWRs,
preference for passive components that do not have this paper concentrates on the PAR system design for
moving parts and do not rely on active power sources or mitigation of severe accidents in PWRs. (A PAR system
support systems. These principles have led to adoption of designed to meet combustible gas control requirements for
the passive autocatalytic recombiner (PAR) as the . severe accidents will assure that combustible gas concen-
preferred approach required by U.S.-utility and inter. trations for design basis accidents will remain well below:

! national ALWR participants fo'r controllin' combustible flammability limits at all times. The Appendix gives ag
gases in ALWRs.: brief description of PAR application in a BWR.)
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DESIGN AND QUALIFICATION OF PARS A best fit to the model and prototype test data gave the
empirical curves of PAR depletion rate as a function of

The candidate design of a PAR system used for the hydrogen concentration of the gas entering the device in
ALWR feasibility study discussed in this paper is the Figure 2. These values of depletion rate were used for the
pelletized design developed and qualified in Germany by benchmarking mixing and distribution code calculations -
the NIS Company in cooperation with Degussa (catalyst and the sunplified depletion analysis of a containment
supplier), the Battede Institute (test laboratory), and the discussed in the next section. Note that on the basis of test
Technical University, Munich (analysis). Its development results designed to examine the effect of potsons, such as
has been sponsored by the Gennan utility RWE Energie, iodine and carbon monoxide, on the performance of the
which is a participant in the ALWR Program.3 (Note that FAR catalyst system it is justified to conclude that they do'-
there are other catalytic recombiner designs that could not significantly reduce the performance of PARS given by '
perform the functions: these other designs are also the curves in Figure 2.2.3
candidates for selection by ALWR plant designers.)

The NIS / R A'9 PAR device shown in Figure 1 is a pietion Rate (kg/h) .
i " molecular diffusion filter"(not the more conventional
I fixed-bed particle filter,in which gases are forced through 35 1 car

the interstitial spaces between catalyst particles). The 2 bar
3o /

device consists of 88 flat, rectangular cartridges contammg /
a total of about 30 kg of spherical catalyst peilets havmg 25 y
1-cm-wide open flow channels between the cartndges. 20 /,-
The immense surface area of the palladium-coated outer /y
layer of the porous ceramic pellets acts upon diffused gas /,/molecules, while heavier particles or aerosols in the to,

| atmosphere flow through the open channels with little 5 /
| plugging of the pellet surfaces. The gas flow is sucked in at "',

g _

the bottom of the device, recombined while passing a 3 2 3' 4. 5 6 0 6 to
j through the flow channels, and funneled into a chimney Hydrogen concentrabon (percent)

;
'

blowing the heated gas through a square hole at the top.

Figure 2 - Expenmentally Determined PAR Depletion Rate
f|"g as a Function of Hydrogen Concentration

(1 bar = no steam,2 bar = 50% steam) -

=..=. . </ \-

/ \\ APPLICATION OF PARS IN ALWR CONTAINMENTS

\ \ A simplified, conservative analysis has been used to -
-

< ,

/ investigate the feasibitty of applying the PAR concept to i

_
g g ,'2 / plants. The analysis assumes a uniform gas distribution -)

averaged throughout the containment volume and,

= -

therefore, treats only the global aspect of hydrogen control
y (i.e., ensuring that global concentrations do not exceed3
' regulatory limits, thereby ensuring that the containment -,

_ 1
' ~

can perform its function even during severe accidents)<
1 = | More sophisticated thermal-hydraulic computer codes

(such as the COBRA-NC/COTHIC code) will eventually-.
be used by designers to perform detailed analyses of

Figure 1 - Drawing of the Prototype PAR Device specific plant applications. These analyses will treat both
(Dimensions are in cm.) global and localaspects of hydrogen control. Regarding

local aspects, the overall approach must prevent any
situation producing a local detonation (or flame accelera-

Design optimization, extensive determination of tion near detonation) that compromises the safety
,
'

performance characteristics, and qualification of the PAR functions of structures or equipment in a local region or;
device has been realized through a three-phase test companment. In the following paragraphs, we
program performed by NIS and Battelle that included4 _1) describe the simplified analysis and results of a PAR(
screening tests of various catalysts, mode; tests to charac. piant appbcation (2) discuss the factors that justiiv use of -

- terize performance. and full-size prototype tests in a the simplified analysis for this feasibility study of global .
multicompartment model containment. periormance, and (3) discuss the factors and measures thm

2.
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| the PAR concept rettes upon to address the possibility of release in accordance with the release assumption
-

local detonanons. described above without any hydrogen depletion. The
conservative assumption of no steam content is made. T .

Conservative Simplified Analysis I wer curves give the calculated hydrogen concentration
for different numbers of PAR devices installed in the

The first step in the analysts is to specify the total containment. For the f&st 10 minutes, the simplified
j amount and rate of hydroeen release into the contamment. analysis assumes there is no depletion. This is a conser-
t

- -

- gives clear guidance vative treatment of the startup time during which hydro-TheCodeof FederalRegulationsA6i

g pg p
concerning generated / released quantities of hydrogen t

|
be considered. In accordance with 10CFR50.34(f), which may be heating up, not yet working at full efficiency. ;

addresses the concern of global detonation, the total Recombination is assumed to begin only after 10 minutes.
p g. g g ggg

- hydrogen quantity generated / released during a severe
accident must be calculated from a reaction of 100% of the step-average hydrogen depletion rate (from Figure 2

active fuel clad material. Also, the average uniform assuming no st'eam content and ambient pressure) deter-

concentration in the contamment building shall never mined iteratively. The number of PAR devices determines
,

| exceed 10% hydrogen ~ the peak hydrogen concentration. This peak concentration
(which is allowed to be as high as 10% in a best-estimate

An envelope of the hydrogen release rates as analysis) occurs between about one half and one and a half
I

determmed in PRA best-estimate severe accident analysis hours. With one PAR per 3000 m3of containment volume,
for a vanety of scenarios was estimated to perform thy hydrogen recombination prevents the volume average
simplifio? design analysts.2 It wasassumed that all c ncentration from exceeding 10% Following termination
hydrogen is released within one hour and twenty-five of hydrogen release, the step calculation is continued.
minutss (50% of total hydrogen quantity in the fEst Several hours after the start of the accident, the atmosphere
10 mmutes,25% in the next 35 minutes, and the rest m the is inerted by the action of the PARS. Within 24 hours, only
nt <t 50 mi: utes). small amounts of hydrogen would remain.

To illustrate the approach used for the simplified The analysis shows that withjust enough PARS I

| analysis, a sketch of the assurr.ed nydrogen release and deployed to keep global concentrations below 10 vole the
calculated hydrogen depletion for a severe accident atmosphere could be flammable at most only for a few
scenano in a typical ALWR PWR containment is shown in hours. During this relatively short period, inadvertent

per curve shows the hydro ignition is acceptable because important systems, struc-
Figure 3. The up$00 containment that wouk' gen concen,tures, and components are designed for theloads resultingtration in the AP 1 result from

| Undsheted release |
'
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from a hydrogen burn of such a gas mixture. However,it maximum distance of the nearest device to any potential
,

is important to recognize that,in view of the several release location is less than about 10 to 15 ml and the|
sources of conservatism in this simplified analysis, it is release velocity is expected to be wellabove 10 m/sec.,

likely that hydrogen concentration will remain below even ' (For AP600, the gas exit velocity would reach 260 m/see
the flammability limit at all times for many severe accident . for a hydrogen release rate of 0.5 kg/see, even assuming a

,

scenanos. The following reasons are the basis for this fairly large release area of 1 ft ,)2 i

expectation:

After starting, the PAR device also acts as a " passive
It is conservat:ye to assume that the total hydrogen fan" strongly supporting gas mixing in the containment -*

,

would be generated in less than two hours (50% in atmosphere. For example, twenty PAR devices exposed to .
!

only 10 minutes). Any stretching of the generation air containing 4% hydrogen create a gas flow of about
,

over longer tunes would reduce maximum - 318,000 m /hr. For 10% hydrogen, twenty PAR devices
| concentrations. This statement is valid even for a less create a circulation of about 30,000 m3/hr. This is the same
' probable scenano in which fuel would exit the vessel order of magnitude as the capacity of one of the two

and have a chance to react with concrete leading to circulation fans used to ventilate the AP600 during normal :
| additional generation of hydrogen. Such generation 3operation-about 50,000 m /hr (31,000 Scfm). Even'at 1%
| would occur later when most of the original release ts

.

already recombined. hydrogen concentration, the twenty devices create a flow
of 6J00 m3/hr. Thanks to this strong self-mixing of PARS,

It is conservative to assume zero steam content, in addition to the strong thermal currents present in an*

because (1) a large fraction of the water inventory accident scenario, the distribution of gases in the contain-

will be released m the form of steam prior to any ment can be considered to stay practically uniform starting
*

hydrogen generation;for each 10% of steam the shortly after the release of hydrogen and for as long as

maximum hydrogen concentration reduces by -1E a hydrogen and oxygen continue to be present in the atmo-
sP ere. Once established, the strong mixing also mini-hsteam content 250% inerts the atmosphere for any

( concentration of combustible gases, and 2)it is mizes the extent of the locairegion at the point of reactor

virtually impossible (especially with the high release co tant system leak or break that by definition will have |
rates assumed) for the molten' core to function as a high concentrations of hydrogen.

100% effective hydrogen generator, chemically
reacting with all steam before the steam has a chance The feature of good mixing to produce a reasonably
to leave the zone of the molten core. uniform distribution of hydrogen has been demonstrated *

experimentally in the Dattelle multicompartment test -
The simplified analysis of hydrogen depletion was facility and theoretically using the validated COBRA NC/

applied to the contamment of the Westinghouse AP600 GOTAIC code. Since all analysis is based on conserva-

,
PWR. For a contamment volume of 48,144 m and a total tively considering noncondensable gases only, steam3

hydrogen release of 635 kg,20 PAR devices were found t condensation could not lead to any situation'that is not i
control the peak volume average hydrogen concentratior' covered by the design and needs no further consideration.

to no greater than 8.5% * Note also that the overall depletion rate of PARS
distributed fairly uniformly throughout the containment

Uniform Global Concentrations free volume has little dependence on actual hydrogen
distribution because regions of lower concent' rations with'

; Here, we review features of hydrogen release and slower depletion are balanced by regions of higher
mixing in the presence of PARS to justify the assumption of concentration with faster depletion. This gives us!

uniform global concentrations mherent in the simplified confidence that the simplified analysis is an adequate -

,
analysis. means for estimating the required number of PARS.

!

| The momentum of released gases together with the - - Local Concentrations -

prevailing natural circulation produced bv !arge tem- : .

'

. lth ugh the simplified analysis desenbed above :Aperature gradients will initiate gas mixing (these global
temperaure gradients result from high temperatures made the conservative assumption that there is no

| associated with the accident and passive cooling of the depletion during a 10-minute startup stage f or the PARS,
~

! containment dome in the AP600k Hydrogen will reach the assumption would be over conservative if applied for
| the nearest PAR devices within a few seconds following estimating concentrations in an individual compartment.
I release. This can be recognized by noting that the since a PAR near the break location would see hydrogen ~
,.

- - tmmediately and begin depletion. On the other hand, the
fact that there are regions of the open volume of the

3a The larger-volume contamment (90,200 m ) of a nonpasure containment and its compartments with higher concen-
, PWR, the ABS-CE $ystem S0g was found to need 40 PARS en , tration of hydrogen is inherent in the simolified analysis
| keco the pak concemranon to SM w::n a tetal hydropn assumption of a uniform aremM concentr' tion. Thaiis, thea
i- reica+c of U26 kg hto that net:her th:s roult nor the result W simplificci analysis does not address potentially high locai
j the AP600 correlates with tne curves m hgure 4 because sighti) concentrations'of hydrogen. Here, we review factors and;

different parameters were used in the calculatsuns for the figure.3

! Y!
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measures used by the PAR appinach to resolve the concern sources of inadvertent ignition in the compartment, with [
for the possibility of local detenz tions. specialattention to avoid the high-energy ignition sources !

needed to initiate detonation.
Hydrogen release into the free volume of the

contamment building will occur at the location of the The above factors and measures, supported by the
pnmary system ? reak which originally caused the accident results from detailed thermal-hydrauheanalyses of PAR<

l and/or at a location such as a relief valve where the effectiveness, will probably lead to the conclusion that the
pnmary system was opened for depressurization. Sinct probability of a local detonation is acceptably low, If there
such a " release could contain pure hydrogen produced by are still local regions where such a conclusion cannot be .
the metal / water reaction, h is not possible durmg dilution made with sufficient certainty the following two

.

te avoid either a local region with Sydrogen concentration $ alternative measures can be explored. '
well above 10 vol% or a star. ting flame in the vicinity of
hydrogen entry. The first alternative would be to design such regions -

(e.g., the condensation pool (IRWST) gas space in a PWR)
In such locations, a stream of hydrogen and steam to have what we will call" PAR venting." This involves

will be released and will dilute mto the free volume of the closing the compartment to the open containment volume :
contamment buildmg dnven by the momentum of the except for a vent or vents with PAR devices installed in

i. release with support'from natural and PAR enhanced them. In this design approach combustible gases in the
| convection. For many accident scenanos, the release compartment are controlled in the followmg way. The ; . *

stream would contain 50% or more of steam, so it would vents require all gas transfer (out or in) to pass through the -
not be flammable. If the steam fraction of the release is less - PARS. An additional PAR installed within the compart-
than 50%, flammable gas concentrations may exist in local ment is sufficient to control the hydrogen concentration for
areas for the short time it takes dilution into the free small release rates.~ For intermediate and large hydrogen
volume to take place. Effective mix.ing and minimization release rates, rapid ine.-ting of the compartment would!
of the size of regions of high concentrations at entry .. occur mainly from oxygen purging through the vent as
locations will be promoted by designing compartments pressure buildup in the compartment is relieved. This

,

with boundaries havir g a large percentage of their surtace would be assisted to some extent by recombination in the I

open. PAR device within the compartment. After achievement
of inerting, hydrogen would be released through the vent

'

Although the initial release of steam-nch mixtures of and dilute into the open containment volume. Following
'

hydrogen into air may lead to an inert atmosphere, steam termination of hydrogen generation, the hydrogen content -
condensation may eventually produce a flammable mix- of the compartment would recombine slowly with oxygen .
ture in a compartment. The likelihood of this is reduced entering through the PAR in the vent 1 '

by the reduction of hydrogen both by mtxmg and diffusion '

to adjacent free volumes and by PAR recombination The second attemative can be applied whether or not''
'

! dunng the inert period.
.

PAR ventingis used. This alternative relies on the ability
of structures and components in and around a region or'

Although, as discussed above,it is highly unlikely compartment to withstand a local detonation. Analysis
that pure hydrogen with no steam is released, let us - and/or test data would be used to predict the short-

,

examine such a case. For small release rates, the arrange- duration pressure spike from a local detonation and I

ments of PAR units within individual compartments will evaluate its effects to ensure that it would not produce an
keep the ave. age local hydrogen concentration below 10% unacceptable level of structure or equipment damage or 1
For large release rates, the compartment would be quicxly failure. The successful outcome of such an evaluation will.' |
inerted due to oxygen purging by the inrushing hydrogen- be enhanced by (1) the limited energy avallable in a i
Oxygen that would enter later due to diffusion or nuxm, g detonation in a localized region, (2) the acceptability of ; j
wo'uld be recombined by the PAR unit or units, avoiding large deformations so long as the function of affected .

.

"conditions that would allow local detonation. It is only - structures in an accident situation is not compromised,'and -
- |

; relativelv unlikely interm edia;c release rates of uninerted : (3) the small number of equipment items that (a) are
!- - hydroge'n that could both locally overload PARS and allow needed to perform a safety function dunng a severe'.
! oxygen to be present. - accident,(b) are not ruggea enough to survive a local

. . detonation, or (c) cannot be relocated to a region with an.:- 'i
Thus, although detonable local regions (average local acceptably low probability oflocal detonation -

'

hydrogen concentration greater than 10%) cannot be
'

totally eMuded, they are extremely unlikely to occur. If. COh1PARISON OF COh!EUSTIBLE CAS CONTROLS H
! analysis snows that they could occur dunng a significantly . sv5TEh!S

grea't time interval, two' ALWR design measures minimize
i. the probability of local detonations. First. designs will - As a result oflesso'ns from thE Three Miie Island u
j avoid compartment coniicurations (e.p-, long, narrow : accident, operatmg nuclear power plants with relatively

reziens with obstacles and smail u ooerAn es) that could sman containments have been backtitted with additional
'

t

! su'pport flame acceleration suihciently to tdrm a locai systems to control combustible gases produced during an4
detonation. Second, designs will mintmtm possible atter design basis and severe accidents. In contrast with .i

t ,

i
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the PAR approach, conventional AC powered igniter In conclusion, the PAR approach is viewed as

; systems m existing U.S. power plant applications rely on meeting regulatory requirements for hydrogen control
deliberate local or global deflagration to limit global while being simpler, easier to maintain, and more cost-

t

| hydrogen concentration below detonable limits for severe effecuve than conventional igniter / thermal recombiner

| accident scenarios. As a noninerted mixture of hydrogen systems. Thus, the PAR approach is more in keeping with
is released into the containment, igniters burn hydrogen the design philosophy of the ALWR program. Upon

|
as soon as flammable mixtures reach an igniter location. 1cceptance of the PAR approach by the U.S. Nuclear

| If the released mixture is inerted with more than a 50-vol% Regulatory Commission and proper application (including

| concentration of steam, an igniter can begin to burn hydro- detailed thermal-hydraulic and, if needed, structural .
gen only af ter steam condensation produces a nonmerted analysis by designers), the issue of hydrogen control
mixture. during severe accident scenarios in ALWRs will have a

cost-effective resolution. This resolution is a key element

! Most of these systems employ electncaligniters of the technical basis for simplification of off-site planning.
! inside the contamment and thermal recombmers inside or

outside the contamment. Because of theirlimited capacity, REFERENCES

i the thermal recombiners are used only to prevent hydro-
1. Advanced Light Water Reactor Utility Requirements

.

gen produced by radiolysis durmg a ciesign basis accident
from reaching fiammabie concentrations (about 3 vol%) Document, Executive Summary, EPRI (1990).,

'

and to assist in the removal of unburned hydrogen after an 1 " Qualification of Passive Autocatalytic Recombiners for
accident. Igniters are needed for nonmerted containments Combustible Gas Controlin ALWR Containments," EPRI
m the eveat that the hydrogen produced by metal / water ALWR Program (lo93).
reaction in a degraded core accident would exceed the
flammability limit. Controlled burning at or above this 3. U. WOLFF, " Control of Hydrogen Concentration in
hmit aims at preventmg global concentrations from Reactor Containment Buildings by Using Passive Catalytic
exceeding detonable limits (a volume average >10 vo1%). Recombmers,"2nd ASME/JSMEInternationalConference
Such detonations could compromise the integnty of the on Nuclear Engineering (ICONE), San Francixo,
reactor containment structure. California (1993).

PARS function even for hydrogen concentrations 4. U. BEHRENS, M. SEIDLER,and U. WOLFF,

below the fiammability limit or in hydrogen-nch steam- " Hydrogen Mitigation using Catalyst Modules,"
inerted mixtures. This attribute reduces the probability of Proceedings of a Workshop on Hydrogen Behavior and

produemg flammable concentrations of hydrogen. How- Mitigation in Water-Cooled Nuclear Power Reactors,
ever,if flammable concentrations are reached, inadvertent Brussels, March 1991,286 (1992).

ignmon from electrical devices or hot surfaces may lead t
5. 10CFR50.34(f), " Additional TM1-Related

local or global deflagration. Therefore, the contamment Requirernents," Subparagraph 50.34.(D(1 Xxii).
and other important equipment are designed for resultmg
mechanical and thennal loads from deflagrations of 6. 10CFR50.44," Standards for Combustible Cas Control
hydrogen concentrations as great as 10 vol%. System in Light Water Power Reactors."

PARS limit global hydrogen concentrations below APPENDIX-APPLICATION OF PAR CONCEPT IN
detonable hmits during severe accidents (and below INERTED CONTAINMENTS
flammable limits during design basis accidents), entirely
eliminating the need for AC- or DC-powered igniters and For preinerted containments as in BWRs the time
AC powered thermal recombiners. PARS remove residual dependence of hydrogen release during severe accidents as
hydrogen after an accident. They are less expensive to well as the total quantity released are not of interest for the
purchase and mamtain than systems relying on two types design of combustible gas control systems. Any massive
of devices. hydrogen release will only further reduce the relative

oxygen concentration wellbelow flammability limits. The
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS only task for PAR devices is to consume the slowly

generated radiolytic oxygen (or oxygen from other sources.
The PAR approach relies mainly on distributed if any) to assure that flammability conditions will never be

recombmation to prevent global detonation. PARS remove reached,
almost all hydrogen after the accident. Local detonation is
addressed by (1) demonstrating its acceptably low Application of the conservative simpli . malysis
probability (steam inerting, strong mixing, compartment for the passive ALWR BWR (General Electnc SBWR)
ciesign, and mmimization of ignition sources), showed that 2 standard size plus 8 quarter size PAR
(2) redestening potentially problematic compartments to devices wouM assure that following the release of hydro-
be isolated from the open contamment volume with PAR cen. the xvuen concentration will be well below 4 volt
s ents. c>r (3) by assurmg surnvabihty <t.e.. tnat compan- he m dan also be emploved to remove residual po>t-
ment structures and eqmpment can accommodate a locai accicent r ycirogen by tne'c$ trolled gradualinjecnon of
detonanon> oxygen it to the containment.

4


